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ABSTRACT 

A two-dimensional, variable property, mathematical model of the transient pyrol- 
ysis of dry cellulosic materials, in response to prescribed conditions in a furnace, is 
presented. Chemical processes account for a reduction in the degree of polymerization 
of the solid and two competing pathways leading, respectively, to a solid charred residual 
(char) and low molecular weight gaseous species (gas) and to condensable organic com- 
ponents (tar). Volatile pyrolysis products flow towards both the cold solid and the hot 
char, with pressure and velocity variations described according to the Darcy law. Ra- 
diative, convective and conductive heat transfer interior to the solid and convective and 
radiative heat losses from the surfaces are also modeled. The pyrolysis of large samples 
is a wave-like process, controlled by heat transfer for a wide range of heating conditions 
(furnace temperatures from 600K to 1200K) and affected by the grain structure of the 
solid. Volatile pyrolysis products flow mainly along the solid grain, carrying thermal 
energy out from the sample. The total heat transferred to the solid is initially larger 
along this direction, because of the larger thermal conductivities. However, for long 
times, the total heat convected out almost equals the total heat conducted in. Larger 
temperatures along the char layer and a faster advancement of the pyrolysis front are 
predicted for the cross grain direction. Most of the pyrolysis products are tars with 
increasing char yields as reaction temperatures are lowered through variations in the 
sample heating conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The burning behavior of solid materials is characterized by two main parts [I]: the 
solid phase problem (distribution of composition and rate of generation of fuel vapors 
from the degrading solid) and the gas phase problem (oxidation of the devolatilization 
products with flaming combustion). In this study the solid phase problem is theoretically 
treated for a complex porous solid, such as wood, that is, for conditions where solid 
thermal degradation plays a key role in the fire growth. 

The mathematical description of wood pyrolysis is very complex not only because 
chemical processes are made by a series of reactions involving hundreds of chemical 
species and strongly interact with transport phenomena, but also because only limited 
information is available on the kinetic mechanisms and data, and variation of phys- 
ical properties. Recently, in view of utilizing wood and other cellulosic materials as 
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renewable sources of energy, some models [2-41 have been proposed where multi-step 
kinetic schemes have been coupled to the description of main physical processes. These 
models and the simpler one-step reaction models applied to the study of flammability 
characteristics of cellulosic materials have been recently reviewed [5] and will not be 
considered further here. However, it should be pointed out that experimental evidence 
has shown that many of the assumptions usually made are not always justified: the one- 
step global pyrolysis model cannot account for the competition [6,7] between char and 
volatile formation and physical processes are much more complex than the simple heat 
conduction equation frequently employed. Furthermore, all the theoretical analyses of 
wood pyrolysis are based on one-dimensional models which cannot adequately describe 
the anisotropic structure of the material and its implications in the thermal conversion 
process. 

This study presents a two-dimensional unsteady mathematical model providing 
a quantitative representation of most of the interacting processes taking place during 
pyrolysis of cellulosic materials. The aim of the study is to clarify the interaction 
between chemistry and physics of the solid phase to improve the understanding of fire 
behavior. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

To describe the competing primary reactions of wood pyrolysis, semi-global models 
[5], based on the lumping of the different products into three groups: char (the solid 
residual), gas (low molecular weight gaseous species: mainly CO, COz, H2 and Cl - C2 
hydrocarbons), and tar (all condensable, high molecular weight, organic components), 
can be used. However, reliable kinetic data for such mechanisms applied to wood 
degradation are not available [5]. Therefore, in this study a well known mechanism 
of cellulose pyrolysis [6,7] is used to model primary degradation of the solid: 

 TAR 
SOLID~ACTIVE SOLID ,2 

\CHAR + GAS 

This approach seems applicable because cellulose and helnicellulose account for about 
75% of wood composition (cellulose (c. 50%), hemicellulose (c. 25%), the remaining 
part being lignin) and, even though these components exhibit different thermal stability 
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Schematic of the solid degradation problem. 
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characteristics, some similarity exists between their kinetics of degradation. Secondary 
reactions of primary pyrolysis products and gasification of char are not taken into ac- 
count at this stage. 

From the physical point of view, the model here presented describes the trans- 
port phenomena occurring through the cross section of a wooden sample exposed in a 
pre-heated, inert atmosphere furnace. Wood is an anisotropic material with different 
properties along, cross and tangential to the grain [8]. Thermal conductivity across 
and tangential to the grain direction is approximately one third that along the grain 
[8]. Also, the permeability to gas flow across the wood grain is much lower than that 
along the other two directions [8] (up to a factor of lo4). To study the effects of wood 
anisotropy on the thermal degradation, different properties along the x and y directions 
are assigned. Because of the symmetry of the problem, only one fourth of the sam- 
ple is considered, according to the schematic reported in Fig. 1 (initial and boundary 
conditions of the mathematical model are also included in this figure). 

The formulation of the mathematical model is based on the assumptions of constant 
volume occupied by the cell wall sample as the solid undergoes pyrolysis (no thermal 
swelling and/ or shrinkage and surface regression), local thermal equilibrium between 
the solid matrix and the volatiles, and no condensation of tar if any migrates through 
the cold solid. The mathematical model, numerically solved [9], is made by the balance 
equations for solid phase species (eqns. (1-3), solid, active solid and char), gas phase 
species (total continuity eqn. (4)), energy (eqn.(5)), momentum (eqns.(6-7)), state 
equation and solid volume variation (eqns. (8-9)): 

dew - - d@A dec  dt -T I?  - = i-I - r 2  -r3, - 
dt 

= vcr2 
dt 

@sRT - ( ~ w  + ec  + eA) p = -  - - 
wg ' Vso ewo 

where Kk = Akezp(-Ek/RT) k = 1,3, rl = Akexp(-Ek/RT)ew, 
rk = Akexp(-Ek/RT)p*, k = 2 ,3 ,  
ew = Mw/V, ec = Mc/V, eg = M,/V, = Mg/(&V), e = Vg/V, Vg = V - V,, 
hw = cw(T - To), h c  = cc(T - To), hg = cg(T - To), 
K Z  = qkw, + (1 - ?)kcz + ckg + uT3d,/w, ky* = qkwy + (1 - q)kcy + ~k~ + gT3dy/w, 
K, = qKwz + (1 - q)I(cx; I(, = vI(wy + (1 - q)Kcy, q = ( e ~  + ew)/ewo 
The symbols have the following meaning: A pre-exponential factor, E activation en- 
ergy, @ density, v stoichiometric coefficient, a porosity, u and v velocity components, Y 
mass fraction, T temperature, c thermal capacity, k thermal conductivity, D diffusion 
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coefficient, M mass, V volizme, Ah heat of reaction, I< permeability, p viscosity, p pres- 
sure, W molecular weight, a Stefan-Boltzman constant, w emissivity, d pore diameter. 
Subscripts indicate: W cellulose, C char, A active cellulose, 0 oxygen, G gas, g total 
volatiles, 0 initial or reference conditions. 

RESULTS 
In this section some results of numerical simulations of the pyrolysis process are 

discussed. The kinetic data are taken from [7], whereas the values of the heat of pyrolysis 
are the same used in [4]. Medium properties describe wood and are again assigned 
as in [4]. Thermal conductivities are taken from [lo] and permeabilities have been 
estimated to give gas overpressures of the same order of those experimentally observed 
[lo]. Values along the x and y directions are chosen to describe cross (low values) and 
parallel (high values) grain properties: kw, = kA, = 10.5 x lop2 ,  kc, = 7.1 x lo-', 
kWy = kAy = 25.5 x lo-', kcy = 10.46 x 10-'W/mI<; ICW, = KA, = 1 x Iccz = 
5 x lo-' Xwy = ICAy = 1 x lop1, Kc = 5 darcys. All simulations have been made for a 
sample size of 0.02m x 0.02m. The furnace temperature, T,, is initially 500K and then 
it is increased, with a rate of 10Ii/s, to a prescibed final value, Tf, varying from 600K 
to 1200K. 

An example of the dynamics of the degradation process is presented for Tf = 9OOK. 
The reaction process is initially localized along the external boundary of the sample and, 
as time increases, it assumes a wave-like character. Formation of active cellulose starts 
at temperature values of about 550K. The propagation of this reaction front is followed 
by that of the charring reaction (2) and, with a slight delay, by that of tar formation 
(3). As can be observed from Fig. 2, where the contours of the rate of reaction (3) are 
reported for three successive times, the reaction front propagates, with decreasing rate, 
towards the center of the sample. The increasing distance from the exposed surfaces 
causes progressively lower maximum values of the reaction rate and a slight enlargment 
of the thickness of the reaction zone. The different properties used along the two 
directions lead to different rates of propagation. More precisely, as in the experiments 
[2,8,10], a faster advancement is predicted along the x direction (cross grain). 

.000 .002 .004 .m .@la .010 

x [ml 
Figure 2 - Constant contour levels of the reaction rate of tar formation (3) for t=50s 
(a), 125s (b) and 200s (c) and Tf = 9OOI-C. Values [kg/m3s] from 4 and with step 3. 
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The grain structure of the solid strongly affects the flow of volatile pyrolysis prod- 
ucts through the pores. Figure 3 reports the pressure contours and the vector velocity 
field for four successive times. Thermal degradation is initially faster in the neighbor- 
hood of the right boundary, that is cross grain. Thus, for short times, a significant mass 
outflow is observed along this region. However, since the char permeability to gas flow is 
larger along grain, very high values of the mass efflux are also reached through a narrow 
region of the upper boundary, close to the vigorous pyrolysis zone. The formation of 
volatile products in a partially reacted medium (pyrolysis region), where porosity and 
permeability are still low, and the migration of volatile products towards the unreacted 
solid cause the pressure to increase across a rather wide zone, parallel to solid grain. 

A A 

Figure 3 - Constant contour levels of gas overpressure [atm] from 1 and then with 
step 0.05 and vector velocity field for t=25s (A), 85s (B), 145s (C) and 205s (D) and 
Tf = 900K . Maximum vector velocity [m/s]: 0.22 (A), 0.11 (B), 0.09 (C) and 0.078 

(Dl. 
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As time increases and significant degradation takes place also along the grain di- 
rection, volatile products flow mostly along this direction and escape from the upper 
boundary. In accordance with the wave-like character of the process, the gas overpres- 
sure front propagates towards the centerline of the sample and, similarly to the reaction 
fronts, slightly enlarges. The flow velocity, which is the result of the volatile release 
rate and pressure gradients, attains successively lower values as degradation proceeds, 
because of the continuosly decreasing reaction temperatures. The char region, perpen- 
dicular to solid grain, where very slow convection exists, also becomes larger. For very 
long times, no volatile flow is observed from the right boundary, while there is a tendency 
towards an increase of the, mass escaping from the upper boundary, as a consequence 
of the enlargment of the reaction zone. Finally, very low velocities directed towards the 
cold solid are simulated. 

.!No .002 .OM .m ,008 Dl0 .m rn .m m a10 
x In1 x lrnl 

Figure 4 - Isotherms [K] (solid lines: values reported in the figure and step 50) and 
contours of the conversion factor 7 (dashed lines) equal to 0.01 and 0.99 for t=25s (A),  
85s (B), 145s (C) and 205s (D) and Tf = 900K. 
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In general, the low flow of hot pyrolysis products pre-heats the virgin solid making 
the rate of primary pyrolysis faster. On the contrary, transport of hot volatile products 
towards the charred surface cools the pyrolysis region. The formation of a thick low 
thermal conductivity char layer also hinders heat conduction from the exposed surface 
to the interior of the solid. Given that the solid is porous, radiation may be another 
mode of heat transfer, mainly along the char and pyrolysis regions where rather high 
temperatures are reached. Some insight of the time and space evolution of the temper- 
ature field can be obtained from Fig. 4, where the isotherms for four successive times 
are shown and Fig. 5 giving the time history of temperature at selected points of the 
computational domain. Figure 4 also reports the contours of q = (PA + ew)/ewo of val- 
ues 0.01 and 0.99, delimiting the regions where charring and devolatilization reactions 
take place (pyrolysis region). A comparison of the temperature values along the two 
directions shows that, in agreement with experiments [2,8,10], a faster increase along 
the virgin solid is predicted for the grain direction, whereas the surface temperature 
rises more slowly. This is due to thermal conductivities of the virgin and activated 
solid being larger along the y direction. As a consequence of the larger temperatures, 
the devolatilization rate is initially faster for the cross grain direction. A change in 
the temperature trend, beyond the pyrolysis region, corresponding to a plateau in the 
(time) temperature profile, is predicted. Again, in agreement with experiments [8,10], 
large values are reached along the inert char layer for the cross grain direction (x)  where 
also a faster advancement of the pyrolysis front is established. The explanation of such 
a behavior is complex because, at this stage, all contributions in the energy balance 
equation are different from zero. However, since lower values of both the char and 
solid thermal conductivities would make the conversion time longer, it can be inferred 
that the reduced convective transport plays a role of great importance for the enhanced 
reaction process across the solid grain (x). 

400. 

300. 
0. 65. 130. 195. 260. 

t [sI 
Figure 5 - Time history of temperature at the upper (al: x=O m, y=0.01 m) and right 
boundary (a2: x=0.01 m, y=O m) and two selected positions along the x and y axes 
(bl: x=O m, y=0.007 m; b2: x=0.007m, y=O m) and for Tf = 900K. 

inside the sample 

a) along grain 
b) cross grain 
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In order to evaluate the role played by the different heat transfer mechanisms during 
the conversion process, the energy equation is integrated over the computational domain 
to get: 

where Qk, and Qky are the contributions due to conduction (x, y), Q,, and Qcy those 
due to convection (x, y) and Q, the heat needed for the reactions to occur. They can 
be detailed as follows (see Fig.1 for the integration domain): 

Y e  

Q k r  = /(k:f) 
z = X ,  

d ~ ,  Q k y  = J@iz) y=ya dx 
0 0 

The contributions (12-14) are reported in Fig.6 as functions of time. Qky is always 
larger than Qk, and both of them decrease as time increases owing to the temperatures 
at the surface approaching to the final furnace temperature. Q, attains its maximum 
value at the beginning of the degradation process when the resistance to heat transfer 
is low. Interesting is also the time dependence of the heat convected out by the pyrol- 
ysis products. In agreement with the degradation process previously described, Q,, is 
initially larger than QCy, but rapidly decays to very low values. On the contrary, Qcy 
assumes rather large values as long as the solid is undergoing pyrolysis. Thus convec- 
tive transport of heat along solid grain plays a role of increasing importance for long 
times when conductive transport values lower. Indeed, the integral forces driving heat 
transfer interior to the solid are: Qd, = Qk, - Q,, and Qdy = Qky - Qcy. These 
two contributions reported in Fig. 7 as functions of time, clearly indicate that, beyond 
certain times, a positive integral contribution to inward heat transfer is established only 
along the x direction (cross grain). In the same figure, a comparison can be made with 
the equivalent net integral forces driving heat interior to the solid for the,same pyrolysis 
process simulated in the absence of convective heat transport, that is Qkr and Q ; ~ .  In 
this case most of the heat is transferred :long grain (y) because of the larger thermal 
conductivities. As expected, Qk, and Qky,  during the transients of the process, are 
larger than Qd, and Qdy. However, for t > SOs, an inversion is observed for the cross 
grain direction (x) because the absence of convective cooling causes a faster attainment 
of steady surface temperatures. 

The different thermal history of the degrading solid along the x and y directions 
also exerts some influence on the chemical pathways. Because of the lower activation 
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energy, reaction (2) (char and gas formation) is favored at low temperatures. As can 
be observed from Fig. 8, char densities increase with the distance from the exposed 
surfaces (progressively lower reaction temperatures) and are larger along the solid grain 
(lower temperatures). 

When 90% of the solid has undergone pyrolysis, char represents 4% of the initial 
weight of the solid. As char and gas productions are linked, it can be inferred that 
primary gas yield is 7.4%, the remaining amount being tar. Char yield lowers to 3.6% 
for the case of no convective transport of heat. In this case the conversion time is also 
shorter (180s against 230s). 

- Q ,  heat convection 
\ - - - - Qk heat conduction 
\ \  Q,  heat released by 

_I chemical reactions 
! \  
\ 1, 
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Figure 6 - Qkx, Q k y r  QCx and QCy as functions of time for Tf = 900IC. 
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Figure 7 - Q;,, Q;,, Qdx and Qdy as functions of time for Tf = 900K. 
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The pyrolysis of the 0.02m x 0.02m wood sample is always controlled by heat trans- 
fer, as the furnace temperature is varied. For high furnace temperatures (> 700K), the 
reaction front is very steep and the spatial gradients of main variables are very large. 
For main lines, the characteristics of the process are similar to those already presented 
for Tf = 900K. For low reactor temperatures (< 70010, the thickness of the reac- 
tion zone enlarges and, apart from a narrow zone close to the exposed surfaces, the 
devolatilization process occurs at almost the same time along the whole sample, with 
much lower spatial gradients. The dynamics of the solid weight loss and its rate are 
shown in Fig.9 for reactor temperatures from 600IC to 1000IC. For all cases an initial 
period of slow weight loss is simulated, this being most noticeable for the lower temper- 
atures. For high furnace temperatures, a sharp rise in the rate of solid devolatilization, 
due to the degradation of a narrow zone close to the heated surfaces, is followed by a 
strong decrease, due to the process becoming heat transfer controlled. At low furnace 
temperatures the rate of weight loss shows a slow increase to significant values which 
are maintained for a rather long period of time, followed then by a slow decrease. 

.(lo00 .0025 .0050 ,0075 .0100 
length [m] 

Figure 8 - Char density profiles along the x (solid lines) and y (dashed lines) axes for 
times reported in the figure and for Tf = 900K. 

The dependence of the char yield, expressed as % of the initial weight of the solid 
at conversion conditions of 90%, and conversion time on the furnace temperature is 
reported in Fig. 10. According to experimental evidence [6,7,11,12], both the char yield 
and the conversion time decrease as the furnace temperature is increased, with a high 
rate of variation in the range of temperatures 600K - 800K. Indeed, even for very 
high furnace temperatures, apart from the initial transients, the heat transfer from the 
exposed surface to the cold solid is controlling. Also, primary degradation of a large 
part of the solid sample occurs at temperatures much lower than those established in 
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the furnace. Under these conditions, the primary reaction paths are less and less affected 
by the temperatures of the char layer and both conversion time and char yield tend to a 
constant value. Finally, it is worth observing that, for the range of furnace temperature 
here considered, tar is the main product of primary degradation and gas phase flaming 
combustion is highly favored. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Two-dimensional, unsteady balance equations for chemical species, energy and mo- 

mentum have been used to simulate the pyrolysis of a cellulosic material. The large num- 
ber of parameters and the large uncertainty about values and dependence on conversion 
conditions make any quatitative comparison between predictions and experimental - 
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Figure 9 - Weight fraction (dashed lines) and time derivative of the weight fraction 
(solid lines) as functions of time for several values of the furnace temperature [K]. 
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results difficult. However, a qualitative agreement is obtained and the model predictions 
have given some information on the physical mechanisms affecting the pyrolysis of large 
cellulosic samples. The pyrolysis process is heat transfer controlled and presents a wave- 
like character with the propagation of pressure and reaction fronts from the exposed 
surface towards the interior of the sample. The rate of advance of these fronts is affected 
by the grain structure of the solid. Notwithstanding the larger thermal conductivities 
along solid grain, the larger convective cooling, associated with the larger volatile mass 
fluxes along this direction, makes the advancement of the degradation fronts slower. The 
char yield and the conversion time decrease as the furnace temperature is increased, but, 
given the large size of the sample, the degradation of the solid is always controlled by 
heat transfer. 

Further improvements in the mathematical formulation of cellulosic material py- 
rolysis should include the description of secondary reactions whose extent is influenced 
by both the medium thermal conductivities (reaction temperatures) and permeabilities 
(volatile residence times). 
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